
THE TRANSITION FROM THE WAY OF FARMING TO FACTORY SYSTEM

IN THE US AND EUROPE AFTER THE 1800S

Factory system, system of manufacturing that began in the 18th century and is a version of and improved on the British
factory system in the United States.

A stock exchange was established in London in the s; the New York Stock Exchange was founded in the early
s. Subsequent steam engines were to power the Industrial Revolution. Thus the factory system was partly
responsible for the rise of urban living, as large numbers of workers migrated into the towns in search of
employment in the factories. Factory jobs tended to offer wage rates that were several times higher than farm
rates. The unprecedented levels of production in domestic manufacturing and commercial agriculture during
this period greatly strengthened the American economy and reduced dependence on imports. Other inventors
increased the efficiency of the individual steps of spinning carding, twisting and spinning, and rolling so that
the supply of yarn increased greatly. Railroads: Railroad networks in the U. Some industrialists themselves
tried to improve factory and living conditions for their workers. In other industries the transition to factory
production was not so divisive. The development of machine tools allowed better working of iron, causing it
to be increasingly used in the rapidly growing machinery and engine industries. And the social problems that
accompanied the nation's industrial development fueled the rise of national labor unions and unprecedented
clashes between capital and labor. This meant that lower quality coal or anthracite could be used in areas
where coking coal was unavailable or too expensive; [57] however, by the end of the 19th century
transportation costs fell considerably. He constructed and patented in London a low-lift combined vacuum and
pressure water pump, that generated about one horsepower hp and was used in numerous water works and in a
few mines hence its "brand name", The Miner's Friend. When the glob was large enough, the puddler would
remove it. However, although Engels wrote in the s, his book was not translated into English until the late s,
and his expression did not enter everyday language until then. Piece work went out of favor with the advent of
the production line, which was designed on standard times for each operation in the sequence, and workers
had to keep up with the work flow. Agriculture to Industry Industrialization is defined by the movement from
primarily agrarian labor toward urbanized, mass-producing industrial labor. Paul and Wyatt opened a mill in
Birmingham which used their new rolling machine powered by a donkey. The formation of distinct classes,
especially in the rapidly industrializing North, was one of the most striking developments. Thanks for
watching! Both Lewis Paul and Daniel Bourn patented carding machines in  The movement toward
industrialization often led to crowded, substandard housing and poor sanitary conditions for the workers. Use
of lime or limestone required higher furnace temperatures to form a free-flowing slag. The industrial
revolution also caused a rise in unskilled labor. Business owners had full control of their companies without
government interference. Just as steam engines needed coal, steam power allowed miners to go deeper and
extract more of this relatively cheap energy source. Learning Objectives Summarize the changes that the
Industrial Revolution brought to manufacturing Key Takeaways Key Points The Industrial Revolution was a
global phenomenon marked by the transition to new manufacturing processes in the period from about to 
Because puddling required human skill in sensing the iron globs, it was never successfully mechanised.
Increased automation and mechanization, facilitated by new machine tools and interchangeable parts,
revolutionized manufacturing, particularly in the textile industry. Multi-story buildings were common because
they facilitated transmission of power through line shafts. The idea of granting special privileges to certain
individuals seemed to contradict the republican ideal of equality before the law. Each class had its own
specific culture and views on the issue of slavery. Model of the spinning jenny in a museum in Wuppertal.
These included the screw cutting lathe , cylinder boring machine and the milling machine. By the s the
following gains had been made in important technologies: Textiles â€” mechanised cotton spinning powered
by steam or water increased the output of a worker by a factor of around  Richard Arkwright is the person
credited with being the brains behind the growth of factories and the Derwent Valley Mills.


